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From the editor
Welcome to the Autumn 2018 edition 
of Military Book News.
As Helion is attending more and more wargames 
show, and with many of the team who count 
wargaming as a hobby, I thought it high time 
we ran a dedicated ‘Wargames Special’. As you 
are all doubtless aware, Helion is well known 
as being the publisher of the renowned ‘Paper 
Boys’ paper soldier book series that is growing 
apace. I am something of a traditional gamer 
and have Ancients armies in 15mm, and a 
growing collection of 28mm armies covering the 
later 17th and early 18th centuries. Next year, I’m 
looking to expand into early 16th century and 
may well take the plunge into Napoleonics. 

To help us all tackle those ever-increasing lead 
mountains we have tucked away at home, Barry 
Hilton of Warfare Miniatures and Andy Saunders 
of Brigantes Paint Studios in Sheffield take us 
through their painting styles in easy to follow 
painting guides.  Andy Callan has written some 
scenarios to use for the forthcoming Paper 
Soldiers book covering the War of the Spanish 
Succession, and Peter Dennis, ‘father’ to the 
paperboys, talks us through the forthcoming 
book on the period. 

From Reason to Revolution Commissioning 
Editor, Andrew Bamford spills the beans on the 
recent conference supporting his series and 
modern warfare historian Tom Cooper keeps us 
up to date with the popular @War series.

Making their writing debuts for ‘Military Book 
News’, wargames rules writer Simon Miller and 
gaming publisher Henry Hyde. 

Charles Singleton
Editor

Front cover: Top - the King’s Lifeguard, painted by Kevin Howdroyed and part of the Editors collection, bottom a combined Swedish 
Grenadier battalion of the Editors collection, figures by Ebor, painted by Mark Allen
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                  THE WAR OF THE
SPANISH SUCCESSION

BATTLE SCENARIOS
With two new books by Peter Dennis – The War of the Spanish Succession and European 
Buildings - his splendid Paperboys march on into a new wargaming era. Unlike our earlier books 
in the Battle for Britain and Battle in America series, the Paperboys on Campaign books will not 
include a wargames section, but to help launch this new series Helion have asked me to provide 
a couple of battle scenarios, in the style of my earlier examples. 

So, here are two of the Duke of Marlborough’s smaller actions, 
arguably as important, in their way, as his major battles, but 
certainly just as representative of his bold and aggressive style 
of Generalship. All the troops, buildings and fieldworks required 
to stage the games are provided in the books or are available 
on the Helion website as free downloads. As usual, the orders 
of battle have been reduced and simplified for game purposes.

1.  Storming the Schellenberg,  
July 1704
The Duke of Marlborough has led his army on a rapid march 
from the Low Countries to the Danube, overturning the 
established strategic balance. He plans to seize the vital river 
crossing at Donauworth before enemy reinforcements arrive.

The Duke’s troops include English, Hanoverian, Hessian, Dutch 
and Imperial regiments while his opponents have troops from 
Bavaria and France.
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Confederate (English 
and Allied) forces
Commanders: The Duke of Marlborough, 
The Marquis of Baden

•  1 Regiment of picked & volunteer  
    Assault troops
•  2 Grenadier Regiments
•  6 Regiments of Foot
•  4 regiments of Horse
•  2 regiments of Dragoons
•  1 battery of artillery (2 model guns)

Deploy up to 1 move in from the table edge, 
between points A and B.
The Allied objective is to capture the 
fortifications at all costs and to drive the 
enemy across the Danube. Nightfall and 
the end of the battle comes at a (real) time 
agreed before the game or at the end of turn 
12 (adjust this to suit the rules you are using). 

French and Bavarian 
forces
Commanders: Count d’Arco, Colonel  
De La Colonie

•  1 Grenadier regiment
•  5 regiments of Foot
•  2 batteries of Artillery 
   (2 model guns each)

Deploy in Donauworth, on the Schellenberg or 
anywhere behind the line of fieldworks.
The objective is to hold the town and the 
Schellenberg. Or, failing that, to make an 
orderly withdrawal across the Danube.

Terrain
The fieldworks on the Schellenberg are 
impassable to mounted troops. They provide 
a significant obstacle to Foot and give a 
combat bonus to any troops defending them. 
However, any troops on the steep slopes 
towards the foot of the Schellenberg are in 
dead ground and cannot be fired on by enemy 
in the fieldworks at the top of the hill.

The unfinished works between the fort and 
the town give cover to troops defending them 
but are no obstacle to attackers. The fort 
and the medieval walls of Donauworth are 
impregnable in the time available if defended 
by at least one regiment each.

The stream provides cover for any troops 
lining or marching along its banks, but 
otherwise is only a minor obstacle. The wood 
will disorder any troops moving through it and 
reduce their speed by half. 

Special rules
This was a desperate and hard-fought action 
with nothing to choose between the fighting 
spirit of the two sides. However, some morale 
advantage should be given to the Assault and 
Grenadier regiments present. 

The Confederate Dragoons may deploy 
initially as either 2 mounted Regiments or 1 
combined Regiment of Foot. They may swap 
roles later in the battle, but will take a full turn 
to do so.

The Danube can only be crossed at the 
Pontoon or the town bridge (not shown). 
Only one regiment per turn may cross at the 
Pontoon and must roll a dice to do so. A roll 
of 1 means the bridge is blocked so nobody 
crosses. If a 1 or 2 is rolled on the next turn 
the bridge collapses under the weight of 
traffic. Only 1 regiment per turn can enter the 
town through the main gate.
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2.  The Battle of Elixheim, July 1705
The Duke of Marlborough has out-witted Marshal Villeroi by making a bold night march to break 
through the French fortified Lines of Brabant around the village of Elixheim. 

Marlborough’s troops include English, Hanoverian, Hessian and Dutch regiments while his 
“French” opponents also have German troops from Bavaria and the Electorate of Cologne and 
Walloons from the Spanish Netherlands.

Confederate (English 
and Allied ) forces
Commanders: The Duke of Marlborough 
and the Prince of Hessen-Kassel

•  4 regiments of Horse

•  6 regiments of Foot

Deploy the Horse anywhere north of Elixheim 
and up to half way across the battlefield. 
The Foot will start to arrive on Turn 2 – one 
regiment per turn will enter the battlefield at 
“A” and can pass through the Lines using both 
of the two breaches.
The Allied objective is to secure the army’s 
successful passage of the Lines. 

French and Allied forces
Commanders: Vicomte D’Alègre, Lt. 
General Caraman

•  5 regiments of Horse

•  2 regiments of Dragoons

•  5 Regiments of Foot

•  2 model guns

Deploy the Horse anywhere South of Esemael 
and up to half way across the battlefield.
The Dragoons may deploy in the same 
way but may operate as either 2 mounted 
regiments or 1 combined regiment on foot.

The Foot will start to arrive on Turn 3 – two 
regiments (or 1 regiment and 1 gun) will enter 
the battlefield each turn immediately to the 
West of Esemael.

The French have orders from Marshal Villeroi 
to drive the enemy back across the Lines. 
This is very unlikely so, failing that, they are 
to delay and damage the enemy as much as 
possible before making an orderly withdrawal.

Terrain
The battlefield is largely open fields – excellent 
cavalry country. The sunken roads to the West 
of Elixheim and Esemael provide cover for 
infantry but will seriously disorder any cavalry 
attempting to cross them. A sunken road is 
hard to represent on a wargames table so they 
can be marked instead by lining the roads with 
walls or hedges. The Lines are passable only 
at the two breaches. The marshy river Geete is 
impassable to all troops. 

Special rules
The Allied cavalry had the measure of their 
opponents on the day, but the French infantry 
performed with notable steadiness. So in the 
interests of “balance” you may wish to rate 
all troops the same. An exception should be 
made for the French Dragoons. These are the 
original defenders of Elixheim, who withdrew 
without putting up a fight – they should be 
rated as “inferior quality” whether fighting 
mounted or on foot.

The Dutch half of the Allied army will arrive 
later in the day (agree a set time or number of 
turns to suit the rules you are using) at which 
point the heavily outnumbered French must 
withdraw. Their approach will be announced 
on Turn 6 by a pair of guns firing at the French 
from off table at point B.
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The inaugural From Reason to Revolution 
series conference took place on Sunday 
29 April at York Army Museum, a purpose-
built underground museum space that 
houses the regimental collections of the 
Yorkshire Regiment and the Royal Dragoon 
Guards. Perfect for fans of the From 
Reason to Revolution series, the museum 
is heavy on items from the eighteenth 
century and the Napoleonic Wars, with 
artefacts relating to campaigns stretching 
from Dettingen to Waterloo.

Our theme for the conference was 
‘Command and Leadership’, which was 
explored in a variety of different ways by 
eight speakers whose papers took in the 
armies of France, Austria, Portugal, and 
Britain and whose geographical remit 

encompassed North America, Europe, 
and Africa. Our speakers themselves 
were an international bunch, with Yves 
Martin joining us from France and German 
scholar Tobias Roeder making the slightly 
shorter trip from his current position at 
Clare College, Cambridge.

We began with a panel looking at lower-
level leadership, with a focus on ideas 
of expertise and professionalism. Will 
Raffle’s paper on New France explored the 
tensions between local expert knowledge 
and professional officers from the mother 
country, taking as its case study the 
campaign for Oswego in 1756. Tobias 
Roeder looked at the Habsburg officer 
corps during the eighteenth century 
and the tensions between the dictates 

From Reason
to Revolution

C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 1 8
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imposed by the profession of arms on the 
one hand and the social expectations of 
a gentleman on the other. Lastly, Mark 
Thompson looked at a little-known body 
of men from the Peninsular War in the 
shape of the Portuguese Army’s corps of 
engineers, whose role has been largely 
overlooked by Anglo-centric historians.

After a buffet lunch and the chance for a 
guided tour of the museum, proceedings 
resumed in the afternoon with the first 
of two panels with a more specific 
chronological focus. This consisted 
of two papers looking at the opposing 
commanders in the Jacobite Rising of 
1745, which threw up some interesting 
parallels between two young royals 
who were both obliged to rely on their 
own charisma and force of character to 
address difficult and complex military 
situations. Arran Johnston’s paper looked 
at how Charles Edward Stuart created 
an army from scratch out of a collection 
of self-willed and self-opinionated 
individuals. Conversely, Jonathan Oates 
looked at how the Duke of Cumberland 
was able to restore order and self-respect 

to his command after defeat at Falkirk, 
and take it on to victory at Culloden.

Our final panel jumped forwards by a 
half-century, to look at the events of 
the French Revolutionary Wars. Carole 
Divall began by considering the Flanders 
campaigns of 1793-1795, addressing the 
problems faced by generals on both sides 
and concluding that all would have been 
far better off had their respective political 
masters left them to it. Jacqueline Reiter, 
by contrast, looked at someone who was 
both general and politician in the shape 
of John Pitt, 2nd Earl of Chatham, and his 
role in the 1799 Helder Campaign. Finally, 
Yves Martin looked at the three very 
different personalities who successively 
commanded the French Army of the 
Orient in Egypt, providing very illuminating 
pen-portraits of three larger-than-
life characters each with pronounced 
strengths and weaknesses.

We are grateful to the Society for Army 
Historical Research for sponsoring the 
conference, the proceedings of which will 
be published next year.
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In the wake of the early success of all of 
the @War series – Africa@War, Asia@
War, Latin America@War and Middle 
East@War – in mid-2017, Helion & Co has 
decided to increase the rate at which 
new volumes from these are published. 
Meanwhile, we are releasing at least one 
new volume a month, sometimes two. 
The winter from 2017 to 2018 was thus a 
particularly intensive period in the course 
of which we turned out nearly a dozen 
new titles. Indeed, the logistics of this 

enterprise reminded me strongly of my 
times in the military: for months, nearly 
a dozen of us were working very hard on 
finalizing multiple manuscripts, selecting 

Many of aircraft deployed during the Grand Chaco War, fought 
between Bolivia and Paraguay from 1931 until 1934, might appear as 
rather ungainly designs. With hindsight, there is no doubt about the 
levels of influence they have exercised on world-wide aviation ever 

since. This is one of Junkers Ki.43as operated by the Bolivian air 
force. (Anthony Sapienza Collection)

Tom 
Cooper

HELION’S @WAR
SERIES Part 2
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hundreds of photographs, drawing dozens 
of artworks and maps, and writing related 
captions. The team at Helion reacted as 
enthusiastically, and this is clearly showing. 

One of the titles we have published over 
the last six months is ‘The Chaco Air 
War, 1932-1935: The first modern Air War 
in Latin America’. Written by Anthony 
Sapienza, who has spent many years 
working through the official and private 
archives of Paraguay, this is likely to 
become the ultimate publication about 
this air war. In reaction to requests from 
our readers, we went to great lengths 
to carefully illustrate the colourful 
miscellany of aircraft types deployed 
by both sides – in form of numerous 
exclusive photographs and colour 
profiles. Military historians are going 
to appreciate this title for the quality 
of research by Anthony, which has 
revealed previously unknown levels of 
sophistication in the military planning of 
this air war. 

Next in the Latin America@War series 
came the volume ‘Chile 1973: the other 
9/11; the Downfall of Salvador Allende’. 
Researched and written by David Francois 
who is our expert on armed leftist 
movements of Central and Southern 
America of the 20th Century. This is the 
first ever study concentrating on military 
history of the famous coup against 
Chilean President Salvador Allende, in 
September 1973 – an affair influencing the 
daily life in that country, but beyond its 
borders until this very day. 

In the Africa@War series, and in the wake 
of the highly-successful volume ‘Wings 
over Ogaden’, we have launched the first of 
two volumes covering Ethiopian-Eritrean 
Wars. The biggest conventional war ever 
fought on the African continent, the first 
of the two conflicts in question raged from 
1961 and 1991. It saw the application of all 
sorts of modern warfare, from small-unit 
action and counterinsurgency operations, 
to mountain- and manoeuvering warfare of 
division- and then corps-sized formations. 

Fiat C.R.20bis’ have proved not only the most nimble fighters deployed 
during the Grand Chaco War, but also helped firm the Paraguayan 
control of the air. (Anthony Sapienza Collection)

The military coup against Allende saw extensive involvement of all 
mechanised units of the Chilean Army. This was equipped with an 
interesting mix of US-designs, like these M113 armoured personnel 
carriers. (Albert Grandolini Collection)
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Later this year, we are to follow with 
the Volume 2 of this mini-series, which 
– between others – is to detail combat 
operations during the Badme War, fought 
1998-2001. 

In the Asia@War series, we have 
finalized the first of three volumes 
from the mini-series ‘Target Saigon’. 
Written by acclaimed researcher Albert 
Grandolini, based on documentation 
only recently released from archives 
in Hanoi, and lavishly illustrated, these 
books are covering military operations 
in South Vietnam of 1974 and 1975, which 
culminated in the dramatic fall of Saigon 
– and thus the end of the (Second) 
Vietnam War. 

Hard on the heels of that title, we have 
launched another mini-series covering 
one of the major conflicts fought in Asia 
since 1945: ‘Paradise Afire, Volume 1’. This 

title provides a  detailed military history 
of the first 16 years of the bitter civil war 
that ruined most of Sri Lanka. The early 
phases of this conflict not only shocked 
the fundaments of the local society, but 
have clearly illustrated what happens 
to a military that is not receiving the 
necessary levels of funding. The Volume 2 
of this mini-series is to follow in 2019. 

The North Vietnamese invasion of South Vietnam in 1975 was 
dominated by operations of large mechanised formation. This 
photograph shows T-54/55 tanks of the North Vietnamese Army during 
preparations for invasion of the South. (Albert Grandolini Collection)

Soviet-made Mil Mi-24 helicopter gunships formed the backbone of the Ethiopian Air Force for most of the 1980s, and well into the 1990s.  
(Ethiopian Air Force via S. N.)
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Finally, in the Middle East@War series, 
we have concluded the mini-series of 
four volumes covering the Iran-Iraq War. 
Fought from 1980 until 1988, this was the 
biggest conventional conflict of the World 
in the late 20th Century – and still ‘only 
the first episode’ in an entire chain of 
events that has meanwhile shattered the 
Middle East, as organized by the Sykes-
Picot Treaty of 1918. Although this war has 
received plenty of attention over the time, 
combat operations were never described 
to such detail, nor as richly illustrated as 
in this mini-series. 

With over 400 different wars being fought 
around the Globe since 1945 alone, and 
nearly all of these having a major impact 
to the way we live nowadays, there is 
neither an end of requests for provision 
of in-depth, comprehensive coverage, 
nor topics or sources of inspiration. 

Correspondingly, we are currently in the 
process of preparing an entire wave of 
new volumes for these four series, all of 
which are to follow by the end of 2018. 

Completely trained and equipped by the USA, the 
South Vietnamese Air Force was envisaged to 

equalise any kind of possible advantages of 
the North Vietnamese Army. However, the 

government in Saigon could not afford 
maintaining what was then the fourth-
largest air force of the World, and thus 

badly in need of related US support. 
When this was not provided, South 

Vietnamese pilots and ground 
crews did their best in 1975, but 

this was not enough. (Albert 
Grandolini Collection)

Taken on the northern battlefields of the Iran-Iraq War, this 
photograph shows a guard with several British-made Scorpion  
light tanks. (N. S. Collection)
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I have several methods of painting figures. One is to white 
undercoat, paint all colours on flat, dip in Army Painter and 
then paint over the dipped figure taking it back to a matt 
finish using only the base colours to highlight. I like this 
method and use it mostly on 40mm figures where the 
contrast in shading should not be too dramatic. This 
piece however deals with the more common 28mm 
figure and the ubiquitous black undercoat. Almost all 
paints referred to are Vallejo. I avoid where possible 
using pure White or Black anywhere on the figure.

CLEAN AND FAMILIARIZE
Use a scalpel to remove all mould lines and flash. 
Undercoat in matt black with a brush and get to know 
the figure you are going to work on. Find the difficult 
access areas and plan for them.

FACE
Undercoat in Cavalry Brown. Use Dwarf Flesh 
to highlight features but leave a little undercoat 
showing between eyelids, sides of the nose, etc. 
Highlight the Dwarf Flesh with some Elf Flesh mixed. 
Use German Field Grey to give the figure a ‘blue chin’ 
and top lip. Highlight this with Bone White. Once done, 
wash with a Flesh Wash which softens everything up. 
If you like eyes use a 00 to line in some black and dot 
the same corner of each eye white. For teeth 
use a Pale Sand or Bone White. Block in the 
hair and paint the sculpted strands in a 
lighter shade of the base colour.  
Wash it down with a Soft Tone mix.

Painting a 28mm 
Model  By Barry Hilton
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BODY AND UNIFORM
Paint from the inside out. I use three 
tones for everything but prefer to 
mix each from scratch. Try and avoid 
dramatic contrasts. A suitable wash to 
soften at the end works well although you 
may have to pick out a little detail again in 
the final highlight colour.

EQUIPMENT 
Even on Napoleonis I stay away from pure 
white. I use Pale Sand or Ivory as the 
final highlight on ‘white’ webbing. If the 
component is leather then finishing in a 
light brown or Red Leather with a wash is 
good. For anything black I use a mixture 
of Black and Luftwaffe Blue to tone the 
black back. This would include scabbards, 
hat, shakos, bearskins etc. Use a Blue- 
Black ink wash to restore detail to heavy 
dry-brushing. This would also include 
knapsacks and similar pieces.

FEET AND COAT HEMS
Shoes and boots are the most 
unrewarding part of a figure to paint. 
Usually your work gets mucked up when 
you multi-base units. Cut out the middle 
step by using a mid to Dark brown to 

drybrush boots, shoes and coat hems. 
A common mistake is to drybrush these 
details with a dark base coat and work up 
to a dusty shade but the most recent mud 
or dirt spatter is likely to be darker than 
the oldest dirt and dust which has already 
dried in! 

BASING
However you base you models, run a dark 
brown wash over the lower half of the leg 
and around the feet when the basing is 
complete and painted. This creates both 
definition and the impression of a shadow.
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Wargaming and military history go hand in 
hand. I was first inspired to make model 
kits and paint and play with toy soldiers by 
my father, who served in WWII. The 1960s 
and 70s were awash with what became 
the classic tools of early wargaming: 
plastic kits and boxes of soldiers in 1/72 
(HO/OO) scale from household names like 
Airfix, Revell and Matchbox.

Already, by the age of eight or nine, I was 
no longer just knocking over miniature 
men in a random fashion. It only seemed 
fair that my opponent and I should take 
turns moving and shooting, even if it did 
involve matchstick cannon or the ultimate 
super-weapon: the marble rolled across 
the carpet. Sometimes, battles took 
place in the garden, such as the siege of 

BATTLEGAMES 
by Henry Hyde
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Tobruk amongst the flower beds, with 
intricate networks of trenches and gun 
emplacements.

But I also grew up reading history books, 
becoming steeped in the theories 
of strategy and tactics ranging from 
Caesar’s occupation of Britain through to 
Wellington at Waterloo and Montgomery 
at El Alamein. I devoured books, often 
having them repeatedly on loan from the 
local library.

And it was on just one such trip that I 
discovered that wargaming had a nascent 
literature all of its own, when I came upon 
The War Game by Charles Grant, not long 
after its publication in 1971. It was like a 
bolt from the blue. People wrote books 
about wargaming? And there were proper 
rules?

Over the next few months, I read 
everything there was available at the 
time, uncovering other great doyens of 
the hobby like Don Featherstone, Terry 
Wise and Charlie Wesencraft and, through 
them, the existence of hobby magazines 
like Airfix Magazine, Military Modelling 
and Battle which, in turn, contained 
advertisements for the plethora of small 
businesses serving the growing hobby.

I was hooked!

I started my own wargames website in 
1998 at www.battlegames.co.uk, which 
eventually led to me launching a printed 
magazine—Battlegames—in March 2006. 
It had a decent run before being bought 

out by a larger publisher in December 
2011, but I stayed on as Editor. I still 
remained in post when the magazine 
merged with its stable-mate Miniature 
Wargames in 2013, and then again when 
that was sold to Warners Publications in 
2015. I remained in post until late 2016, 
when I decided to move on, but continued 
to work as a columnist and contributor for 
other wargame magazines. In the midst 
of all this, in 2013, Pen & Sword published 
my own first book, The Wargaming 
Compendium.

After a break, I made a comeback earlier 
this year by going back to my digital 
roots. The new opportunities offered by 
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Patreon have enabled me to continue 
earning at least part of my living online by 
creating blog posts, podcasts and videos. 
Patrons sign up to gain access to my work 
at whatever level suits them—anything 
from $1 to $50 per month—and receive 
content and rewards according to their 
pledge level. Some of the content I create 
is reserved for patrons only, or they may 
be given temporary exclusivity for a 
period of days, weeks or months. Other 
content is free and open to the public 
immediately.

Battlegames on Patreon is a new kind of 
online community, where the creative 
entrepreneur has a much closer and more 
direct relationship with his or her patrons, 
just as would have been the case in 

former times when artists and musicians 
were patronised by the wealthy. Now, 
however, even those on modest incomes 
can participate and gain the satisfaction 
of knowing that they are helping people 
like me to create content that is of high 
quality and of direct interest to them. And 
if ever they change their minds, well, they 
can just cancel their subscription and 
walk away!

But even now, despite the digital age, 
my shelves are crammed with military 
history books. I couldn’t live without 
them, whether devising a new set of 
rules, creating scenarios or working on 
my next book, Wargaming Campaigns 
(due to be published in 2019). And some of 
those from Helion are amongst my most 
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prized possessions, especially since they are 
a publisher that has built a great reputation 
both in military history and wargaming.

You can find out more by visiting the blog at 
http://battlegames.co.uk or the Patreon site 
at https://www.patreon.com/battlegames.
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Helion Events 
August to December 2019

4 August Claymore Edinburgh

19 August The Other Partizan Newark

1 September Border Reiver Show Gateshead

6-8 September First World War Conference/Centre for  
Historical Research Wolverhampton

15 September Warfare in the Victorian Age conference Leicester

15 September Colours Newbury

22 September Century of the Soldier Conference Leeds

21 October SELWG London

28 October Fiasco Leeds

3 November Crisis Antwerp

17-18 November Warfare Reading
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SATURDAY 15th SEPTEMBER 
2018, FROM 10am TO 6pm. 
THE Y THEATRE, 7 EAST STREET, 
LEICESTER, LE1 6EY
Directly opposite Leicester Railway station, 10-15 
minutes from Junction 21 of the M1 and Junction 3  
of the M69. An NCP car park is to be found on East 
Street and a full day of parking is charged at £4.

Tickets £25 per person*
Ticket price includes buffet lunch, with 
tea and coffee provided all day. The day 
will conclude with a drinks party.
*£5 discount for VMS members

Hosted by Dr Christopher Brice, 
Warfare in the Victorian Age 
series editor and author of The 
Thinking Man's Soldier and Brave 
as a Lion.  

Two simultaneous panels 
featuring presentations of new 
work and research in the era 
by postgraduate students and 
early career historians. 

Programme of lectures by 
experienced historians: 
Professor Ian Beckett,  
Professor John Laband, 
Professor Stephen Badsey  
and Colonel Mike Snook

H E L I O N  &  C O M P A N Y  P U B L I S H I N G  P R E S E N T S

wARFARE IN THE
VictoRIAN AGE

2 0 1 8  CO N F E R E N C E

FULL EVENT AND BOOKING DETAILS CAN BE FOUND AT 

WWW.HELION.CO.UK
OR EMAIL CHRISMBRICE@YAHOO.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION





PAPER SOLDIERS TITLES FROM HELION & COMPANY
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Louis had a very glamorous group of 
Royal Household Regiments, with cavalry 
bodyguard units formed of noblemen, the 
King’s Musketeers, yes, those musketeers, 
an infantry guard of Frenchmen and 
another of Swiss troops in red coats. 

The line troops were more plebeian 
of course, but looked impressive in 
pale-grey coats with various facings 
marching under a glittering array of large 
banners.  Armies at this period still had 
the proportion of cavalry from the 17th 

August 31st sees the publication of the first Paperboys ‘on Campaign’ series. 
This series has no educational content or photographs, it is purely paper soldier 
artwork. I’m attempting to give the wargamer  a representative selection of the 
troop types for each conflict. This first one is the War of the Spanish Succession 
and features, naturally, the magnificent army of Louis XIV and the British, Dutch 
and Prussian forces which were part of the Grand Alliance formed to hold him 
back, under the command of the great Duke of Marlborough.

The Sun King’s 
Paperboys
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Century, so huge numbers of horsemen 
were fielded. The Four great battles of 
Marlborough were enormous affairs and 
despite the elaborate costumes of the 
participants with officers in full-bottomed 
wigs and lace-decked coats, they were 
fought with a ferocity which produced 
casualty lists rivalling the Great War.

This was horse and musket warfare 
before the skirmisher infested the 
battlefield. Regimental 
officers might greet their 
enemies at close musket 
range with a wave of their 
cocked hat and invite them to 
fire first!

To support this book and the 
next one in the series, the 
Peninsular War, a buildings 
book featuring both Northern 
and Southern European 
buildings,  designed by Florian 
Richter and myself will be 
published at the same time. 
There are churches, houses, 
Farms, mills, bridges and 
much more to set the scene.

There will also be a brief army 
guide to explain the troop 
types to those unfamiliar with 
the period, published on the 
free download bit of the Helion 
website  Paperboy’s section.  
There is also an easy to learn 
set of rules that I have put 
together mostly out of Andy 
Callan systems for those starters 
who have made some units and 
fancy having a battle. Like all 
Paperboys they are suitable for 

use with all rules sets which use stands of 
figures, which is a great many.

The artwork for the Peninsular War book, 
which is the Spring 2019 title, has begun 
and I leave you with an image of the 
French line infantry formed up for another 
column attack. If you look closely you 
may spot one or two enthusiasts shouting 
‘Vive L’Empereur!’
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Simon Miller (aka BigRedBat) is a grognard 
wargamer living in Muswell Hill in North 
London, and author of the “To the 
Strongest! rules and co-author of TtS! 
“For King and Parliament”

Since earliest childhood I’ve been 
fascinated by tales of ancient warfare 
and have always had a wargaming project 
(or two) on the go. When returning to 
figure gaming around 12 years ago, I 
because frustrated that I couldn’t find a 
set of rules that enabled me to fight large 
battles to a decisive conclusion in an 
evening, and so decided to write my own. 
These rules, “To the Strongest!”, were 

well received at shows and so I decided to 
publish them.

TtS! is a set of ancient and medieval 
wargaming rules, for warfare from the 
Biblical era, through Classical Greece, the 
Rise and Fall of Rome, all things Medieval 
and on into the early Renaissance. The 
rules can be used for anything from solo 
play with 100 or so miniatures, through 
to multiplayer games with over 2000 
miniatures and up to five players a side. 
Any scale of miniatures can be used. I 
generally game with 28mm armies, but 
many other players use 15mm, 10mm or 
6mm minis.

To the 
Strongest!
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In order that battles could be set up 
and completed within an evening, or 
twice in a day at a show, I adopted a 
square grid. This eliminated the need 
for measurement and wheeling, saving 
perhaps half-an-hour in each battle and 
minimising the potential for bloodshed 
between players! The grid also permits 
figures which have been based for 
different rule systems to fight each other. 
Individually-based WAB minis can, for 
example, fight element-based Impetus 
armies.

In a typical TtS! game, each player will 
control upwards of eight units, which can 
include as many or as few miniatures as 
the depth of a player’s pockets permits. 
Units of skirmishers might have as few 
as a half-a-dozen dozen miniatures, and 
standard infantry units a dozen or more. 
However, if you already have a lot of 
miniatures, units can be huge - some of 
mine are 72 strong.

I am particularly proud of the innovative 
activation system I developed. In most 
rules, a turn consists of several phases: 
perhaps a march phase; approach move 

phase; shooting phase; charge phase; 
melee phase and reaction test phase. In 
TtS!, however, all these activities take 
place simultaneously, on a unit-by-unit 
basis. Units can potentially move or fight 
multiple times during the same turn. 

Unusually, TtS! uses playing cards rather 
than dice. Cards turn out to be great 
fun and have the advantage that they 
can be seen by everyone at the table in 
even very large games. Each player has 
an activation deck of 80 playing cards 
(the numbered cards from two packs of 
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playing cards). To activate any unit for 
the first time, a player must play single 
card upon it. Usually, anything except an 
ace will permit the unit to either move, 
shoot, charge or rally. After successfully 
activating the unit, the player may 
go on to activate another unit in the 
same command, also on a two-pip or 
greater card. Alternatively, he or she 
could choose to return to attempt to 
re-activate the first unit for a second 
time, but to succeed he must play a card 
higher in value than any previous card 

played on the unit. Once 
any activation attempt 
fails, then activations 
for that entire command 
cease. A good player will 
master the art of deciding 
which move, out of all the 
potential unit moves, is the 
most valuable. He must 
prioritise his activations so 
that these critical moves 
take place before a low 
pip-value card is played and 
the command’s turn ends. 
It is the tension that comes 
from prioritising these 
activations that makes TtS! 
an exciting system.

Following the success 
of the original ancient/
medieval rules, Andrew 

Brentnall and I recently co-wrote a variant 
called “TtS! For King and Parliament.” 
These bear strong similarities to the 
original rules but reflect the weapons and 
tactics of the English Civil War period. 
Looking forward, in 2019 I’m planning 
to extend the period covered by TtS! to 
address the Italian Wars and the French 
Wars of Religion. Later, I hope to produce 
variants Thirty Years War and Nine Years 
War variants of For King and Parliament 
and, perhaps, move forward into the 18th 
century!

I try to keep my rules simple, well written and exciting, and hope that they will bring new 
players into historical gaming. The core rules are published in book form, and as a digital 
download with hyperlinks. You can find them here!

https://bigredbatshop.co.uk/collections/all/wargames-rules
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This September, the Scottish Battlefields 
Trust and the Battle of Prestonpans (1745) 
Heritage Trust are joining forces to host 
a series of exhibitions and events to 
commemorate the Battle of Prestonpans 
in 1745. The battle, known to most of the 
victors as Gladsmuir, saw an untested 
Jacobite army rout the professional 
forces of Lieutenant General Sir John 
Cope as ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’ attempted 
to wrest the British crown back for the 
House of Stuart. The victory was a major 

boon for the cause and raised the stakes 
in the war considerably.

Every three years there is now a major 
living history event in Prestonpans, 
elevating the annual commemorations 
and bringing the battle to life. This year 
is the most ambitious to be held since 
the 205th anniversary in 1995, with 
re-enactors from across Britain coming 
together to put on an exciting programme 
of activities over the weekend of 15-16 

Helion author and Scottish Battlefields Trust President Arran Johnston provides 
a run-down of the events planned to mark the anniversary of this clash, the 
subject of his book On Gladsmuir Shall the Battle Be!

Remembering the Battle of 

Prestonpans
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September. There will be a 
colourful procession through 
the town, the pipes and 
drums leading not only school 
children with specially created 
banners but also clan chiefs 
descended from men who led 
their clansmen out in 1745 
and representatives of today’s 
British Army. The parade 
ends with a short service of 
commemoration in honour of 
the approximately 500 men 
who lost their lives.

The main events over 
the weekend will include an 
opportunity to wargame the battle 
on a large topographical model, 
a printing press reproducing 
the famous contemporary 
cartoon mocking General 
Cope’s flight to Berwick, and 
even a specially constructed 
replica of the coal wagons 
which would have crossed 
the battlefield. In the living 
history encampments, visitors 
will be able to eavesdrop on 
Prince Charlie as he dines 
with his chiefs, watch 
General Cope’s officers 
putting their men through their 
paces, and get a flavour of life in 
an 18th century army. There will be a 
recreation of the gathering of the clans 
and the Raising of the Standard, and 
then of course cannon, foot and horse 
will give battle to determine the fate of 
Scotland. Full details are available at 
www.eastlothianbattles.com

In addition to the excitement 
of the main weekend, there 
will also be two special 

exhibitions running in the 
local community. At 
Cockenzie House, 
where the British 

army’s baggage train 
was captured, the famous 

Prestonpans Tapestry 
will be displayed from 1-23 
September. Here visitors 
will be able to view the story 
of the Prince’s campaign 
through 105 embroidered 

panels exhibited in 
sequence through the 
rooms and corridors of 
the historic property.

Meanwhile at the Prestoungrange 
Gothenburg, the public house and 
community heritage hub on Prestonpans 
High Street, there will be a unique 
opportunity to visualise the true scale of 
the Battle of Prestonpans. ‘Prestonpans 
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One-to-One’ is an exhibition of paper 
soldiers – all taken from the Wargame 
the Jacobite ’45 book published by 
Helion – in which the rival armies are 
recreated on a 1:1 ratio and deployed in 
their lines to give a sense of how the 
armies appeared in 1745. Clan by clan, 
regiment by regiment, the models 
have been painstakingly crafted 
especially for this event. Artist Peter 
Dennis, the man behind the ‘paperboys’ 
model books, was sufficiently inspired 
by this ambitious project to contribute 
specially-drawn commanders. Around 
the display will be a series of dramatic 
paintings of the Battle of Prestonpans 
by local historical artist Andrew 
Hillhouse, who sadly passed away 
earlier this year. The exhibition runs 
from 8-23 September.

So whether you are interested in art, 
craft, embroidery, wargaming, re-
enactment, or simply this fascinating 
and significant moment in our history, 
this September will bring the Battle of 
Prestonpans closer to audiences than 
ever before.

As part of the commemorative weekend, 
Helion will have a trade stand at 
Prestonpans stocking our full range of 
Jacobite titles from the Century of the 
Soldier and From Reason to Revolution 
series as well as Peter Dennis’ 1745 paper 
soldiers and other titles of local interest 
from across our range. In addition, we 
will be launching two new Falconet titles 
from our From Reason to Revolution series 
covering the ’45 at the event.

The first of these is Jenn Scott’s Better is 
the Proud Plaid, a detailed examination of 
the clothing, weapons, and material culture 
of the Jacobite army of 1745. Jenn is the 
Secretary of the Stewart Society and her 
book is the product of many years of study 
of period artwork and surviving items. 
Artwork by Peter Dennis and Bruno Mugnai 
is used to bring these figures to life.

The second new title is The Lilies and the 
Thistle, by series editor Andrew Bamford. 
This book tells the oft-ignored story of 
the French contribution to the ’45, looking 
at all aspects from political and logistical 
support, through to the ships that brought 
Prince Charles to Scotland (and in due 
course carried him back into exile), to the 
troops who landed in Scotland and fought 

at Falkirk and Culloden. 
As well as analysing the 
uniforms and weapons 
of these men of the 
Irish Picquets and Royal 
Ecossois, backed up by 
uniform plates by Mark Allen, 
Andrew has used prisoner of 
war records to establish the 
background and origin of 
many of those who fought in 
the French ranks in this last 
reincarnation of the Auld 
Alliance.
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PANZERS IN THE DEFENCE 
OF FESTUNG POSEN 1945

HEL0908 9781912390168 £19.95

DISPUTED VICTORY
Schley, Sampson and the Spanish- 

American War of 1898

HEL0884 9781912174911 £29.95

ETHIOPIAN-ERITREAN 
WARS, VOLUME 1

Eritrean War of Independence, 1961-1988

HEL0921 9781912390298 £16.95

EAGLES OVER HUSKY
The Allied Air Forces in the Sicilian 
Campaign, 14 May to 17 August 1943

HEL0887 9781912174942 £25.00

DAYS OF BATTLE
Armoured Operations North of the  

River Danube, Hungary 1944-45

HEL0862 9781912174263 £25.00

“MEN WHO ARE DETERMINED  
TO BE FREE”

The American Assault on Stony Point,  
15 July 1779

HEL0877 9781912174843 £19.95
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COVER IMAGE COMING SOON

WITH MARSHAL FOCH
A British General at Allied Supreme 
Headquarters April-November 1918

HEL0886 9781912174935 £35.00

ODESSA 1941-44
Defense, Occupation, Resistance  

and Liberation

HEL0906 9781912390144 £25.00

50TH AT BAY - THE YEARS 
OF DEFEAT

A History of the 50th Northumbrian 
Division 1939 to September 1942

HEL0875 9781912174829 £25.00

WARGAME: JACOBITE ‘45
HEL0879 9781912174867 £12.95

WAFFEN-SS ARMOUR IN 
NORMANDY

The Combat History of SS Panzer 
Regiment 12 and SS Panzerjäger 

Abteilung 12, Normandy 1944

HEL0873 9781912174805 £19.95

WARGAME:  
CASTLE ASSAULT

Sieges and Battles Edward I  
to Bannockburn

HEL0878 9781912174850 £12.95
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THE LAST ARMY
The Battle of Stow on the Wold and the 

end of the Civil War in the Welsh Marches

HEL0913 9781912390212 £19.95

DECISIVE VICTORY
The Battle of the Sambre:  

4 November 1918

HEL0883 9781912174904 £29.95

PARADISE AFIRE, VOLUME 1
The Sri Lankan War, 1971-1987

HEL0926 9781912390342 £16.95

KURSK 1943
The Greatest Battle of the  

Second World War

HEL0895 9781912390038 £25.00

THE BATTLE OF GLENSHIEL
The Jacobite Rising in 1719

HEL0889 9781912174973 £25.00

ARRAS 1914-1918
A Comprehensive Guide to the 

Battlefields. Part 1 - Arras South 

HEL0876 9781912174836 £19.95
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BETWEEN SCYLLA AND 
CHARYBDIS

The Army of Elector Friedrich August II  
of Saxony, 1733-1763  Part I: Staff and Cavalry

HEL0882 9781912174898 £19.95

THE SECRET EXPEDITION
The Anglo-Russian Invasion of  

Holland 1799

HEL0912 9781912390205 £29.95

DEMOLISHING THE MYTH
The Tank Battle at Prokhorovka, Kursk, 

July 1943: An Operational Narrative

HEL0863 9781912174355 £35.00

MUSCOVY’S SOLDIERS
The Emergence of the Russian Army 

1462-1689

HEL0902 9781912390106 £19.95

TOMB OF THE PANZERWAFFE
The Defeat of the Sixth SS Panzer  

Army in Hungary 1945

HEL0864 9781912174546 £19.95

LESSONS FROM THE MUD
55th (West Lancashire) Division at  

the Third Battle of Ypres

HEL0897 9781912390052 £35.00
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THOSE BLOODY KILTS
The Highland Soldier in the Great War

HEL0918 9781912390267 £29.95

AIR WAR OVER THE PUTUMAYO
Colombian and Peruvian Air Operations 

During the 1932-1933 Conflict

HEL0915 9781912390236 £16.95

MIG-23 FLOGGER IN THE 
MIDDLE EAST

Mikoyan i Gurevich MiG-23 in Service  
in Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Libya and Syria, 

1973 until Today

HEL0924 9781912390328 £16.95

NEXT TO WELLINGTON. 
GENERAL SIR GEORGE MURRAY

The Story of a Scottish Soldier and 
Statesman, Wellington’s Quartermaster 

General

HEL0905 9781912390137 £35.00

OLMÜTZ TO TORGAU
Horace St Paul and the Campaigns of 
the Austrian Army in the Seven Years 

War 1758-60

HEL0809 9781911512721 £37.50

THE BATTLE OF THE WHITE 
MOUNTAIN 1620 AND THE 

BOHEMIAN REVOLT
HEL0914 9781912390229 £25.00
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LAST THROW OF THE DICE
Bourbaki and Werder in Eastern  

France 1870-71

HEL0896 9781912390045 £29.95

HELL IN THE TRENCHES
Austro-Hungarian Stormtroopers and 

Italian Arditi in the Great War

HEL0890 9781912174980 £25.00

MEXICANS AT WAR
Mexican Military Aviation in the  

Second World War 1941-1945

HEL0898 9781912390069 £29.95

A BATTLE TOO FAR
Arras 1917

HEL0885 9781912174928 £29.95

AT ALL COSTS
The British Army on the Western  

Front 1916

HEL0881 9781912174881 £35.00

‘WE ARE ACCUSTOMED TO 
DO OUR DUTY’

German Auxiliaries with the British  
Army 1793-95

HEL0888 9781912174966 £25.00
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AN UNAPPRECIATED FIELD 
OF ENDEAVOUR

Logistics and the British Expeditionary 
Force on the Western Front 1914-1918

HEL0909 9781912390175 £35.00

MILES BARNE’S DIARY
A Suffolk Countryman at War 1915-1917

HEL0899 9781912390076 £25.00

THE SWEDISH ARMY OF  
THE GREAT NORTHERN WAR, 

1700-1721
HEL0910 9781912390182 £19.95

NAPOLEON AT LEIPZIG
The Battle of the Nations 1813

HEL0903 9781912390113 £37.50

AUGHRIM 1691
St. Ruth’s Fatal Gamble

HEL0931 9781912390380 £29.95

ETHIOPIAN-ERITREAN 
WARS, VOLUME 2

Eritrean War of Independence , 1988-1991 
& Badme War, 1998-2001

HEL0922 9781912390304 £16.95
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HOT SKIES OVER YEMEN
Volume 2: Aerial Warfare Over Southern 

Arabian Peninsula, 1994-2017

HEL1009 9781911628187 £16.95

FROM SOLEBAY TO  
THE TEXEL

The Third Anglo-Dutch War, 1672-1674

HEL0994 9781911628033 £19.95

AERIAL OPERATIONS IN THE 
REVOLUTIONS OF 1922 AND 1947 

IN PARAGUAY
The First Dogfights in South America

HEL0951 9781912390588 £16.95

DIRECTING OPERATIONS
British Corps Command on the  

Western Front 1914-18

HEL0960 9781912390670 £19.95

MOSCOW’S GAME OF POKER
Russian Military Intervention in Syria, 

2015-2017

HEL0930 9781912390373 £16.95

WAR WITHOUT PITY IN THE 
SOUTH INDIAN PENINSULA 

1798-1813
The Letter Book of Lieutenant-Colonel 

Valentine Blacker

HEL0977 9781912390861 £29.95
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THE LAST FIGHT
The Battle for Graudenz,  

West Prussia, 1945

HEL0962 9781912390694 £16.95

ON THE DANGEROUS EDGE
British and Canadian Trench Raiding on 

the Western Front 1914-1918

HEL0968 9781912390755 £35.00

MONS, AN ARTILLERY BATTLE
HEL0966 9781912390731 £25.00

THE WAR OF THE SPANISH 
SUCCESSION

Paper Soldiers for Marlborough’s 
Campaigns in Flanders

HEL0983 9781912390922 £19.95

EUROPEAN BUILDINGS
28mm Paper Models for 18th & 19th 

Century Wargames

HEL0984 9781912390939 £19.95

OF ISLANDS, PORTS AND 
SEA LANES 

Africa and the Indian Ocean in the 
Second World War

HEL0967 9781912390748 £29.95
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THE BRITISH ARMY IN 
EGYPT 1801

An Underrated Army Comes of Age 

HEL1005 9781911628149 £25.00

THE CRETAN WAR  
(1645-1671)

The Venetian-Ottoman Struggle in the 
Mediterranean

HEL0995 9781911628040 £25.00

WITH THE GUARDS IN FLANDERS
The Diary of Captain Roger Morris, 

1793-1795

HEL1006 9781911628156 £16.95

INSTRUMENT OF WAR
The Austrian Army in the Seven  

Years War Volume 1

HEL0987 9781912390960 £45.00

THE WILD GOOSE AND  
THE EAGLE

A Life of Marshal von Browne 1705-1757

HEL0985 9781912390946 £29.95

THE MOST HEAVY STROKE
The Battle of Roundway Down 1643

HEL0990 9781912390991 £25.00
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KING ARTHUR’S WARS
HEL0945 9781912390526 £19.95

‘HORSES WORN TO MERE 
SHADOWS’

The Victorio Campaign 1880

HEL0964 9781912390717 £29.95

HOW MODEST ARE THE 
BRAVEST!

Courage from the beaches of  
Normandy and beyond

HEL0965 9781912390724 £29.95

THE HALL OF MIRRORS
War and Warfare in the Twentieth 

Century

HEL0976 9781912390854 £25.00

REFILLING HAIG’S ARMIES
The Replacement of British Infantry 

Casualties on the Western Front, 
1916-1918

HEL0963 9781912390700 £35.00

“OPERATIONS ‘LEOPARD’ & 
‘RED BEAN’ - KOLWEZI 1978”
French and Belgian intervention in Zaire

HEL0952 9781912390595 £16.95
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COVER IMAGE COMING SOON

BETTER IS THE PROUD PLAID
The clothing, weapons, and 

accoutrements of the Jacobites in 1745

HEL1007 9781911628163 £19.95

A LIGHT INFANTRYMAN 
WITH WELLINGTON

The Letters of Captain George Ulrich 
Barlow 52nd and 69th Foot 1808-15

HEL1001 9781911628101 £19.95

THE LILIES & THE THISTLE
French Troops in the Jacobite ‘45’

HEL1008 9781911628170 £19.95

HOME AND AWAY: THE  
BRITISH EXPERIENCE OF 

WAR 1618-1721
Proceedings of the 2017 Helion and Co 

‘Century of the Soldier’ Conference

HEL0992 9781911628019 £29.95

THE BATTLE OF 
KILLIECRANKIE

The First Jacobite Campaign, 1689-1691

HEL0989 9781912390984 £25.00

ARMIES AND ENEMIES OF 
LOUIS XIV

Armies and Uniforms of Western  
Europe 1688-1714

HEL0996 9781911628057 £25.00
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THE ARMED FORCES OF 
THE ARABIAN GULF STATES 

1920-1980
A Military & Police History of the Smaller States

HEL0954 9781912390618 £25.00

ARRAS 1914-1918
A Comprehensive Guide to the 

Battlefields. Part 2: Arras North

HEL0955 9781912390625 £19.95

‘TERRIERS’ IN INDIA
British Territorials 1914-19 

HEL0973 9781912390823 £29.95

IN THE EYE OF THE STORM
George V and the Great War

HEL1018 9781911628262 £29.95

TO OUR BROTHERS
Memorials to a Lost Generation in  

British Schools

HEL1017 9781911628255 £29.95

WAR OF INTERVENTION  
IN ANGOLA

Angolan and Cuban Forces at War, 
1975-1976

HEL1010 9781911628194 £16.95
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SWISS REGIMENTS IN THE 
SERVICE OF FRANCE  

1798-1815
Uniforms, Organization, Campaigns

HEL1003 9781911628125 £25.00

BETWEEN SCYLLA AND 
CHARYBDIS 

The Army of Elector Frederick August II 
of Saxony, 1733-1763. Volume II: Infantry 

and Artillery.

HEL0999 9781911628088 £19.95

LEBANESE CIVIL WAR
Volume 1: The Israeli Invasion, 1982

HEL1011 9781911628200 £16.95

THE ARMY OF FREDERICK 
THE GREAT
Second Edition

HEL0986 9781912390953 £29.95

USELESS MOUTHS
The British Army’s Battles in France  

after Dunkirk May-June 1940

HEL0981 9781912390908 £25.00

THE BRAVEST BATTELL
Cheriton 1644 and the end of the Royalist 

Winter campaign in Hampshire

HEL0988 9781912390977 £25.00
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CEYLON AT WAR, 1939-1945
HEL0958 9781912390656 £29.95

RED ASSAULT
Soviet Airborne Forces, 1930-1941

HEL0970 9781912390793 £29.95

THE COLLECTORS
US and British Cold War aerial  

intelligence gathering

HEL0971 9781912390809 £25.00

THE BULGARIAN AIR FORCE 
IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
HEL0957 9781912390649 £25.00

CORNERSTONES: THE LIFE OF 
H.M. FARMAR, FROM OMDURMAN  

TO THE WESTERN FRONT

Sudan, South Africa, Gallipoli, France  
and Belgium

HEL1016 9781910777435 £21.95

DESCENT INTO DARKNESS
Syrian Civil War, 2014-2015

HEL1014 9781911628231 £16.95
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DESERT STORM
Volume 1: The Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait  
& Operation Desert Shield 1990-1991

HEL1013 9781911628224 £16.95

NICARAGUA, 1961-1990
Volume 1: The Downfall of the  

Somosa Dictatorship

HEL1012 9781911628217 £16.95

A LONG WEEK IN MARCH
The 36th (Ulster) Division in the German 

Spring Offensive, March 1918

HEL0950 9781912390571 £29.95

AT THE FORWARD EDGE  
OF BATTLE

A History of the Pakistan Armoured 
Corps 1938-2016

HEL0998 9781911628071 £29.95

PETER THE GREAT’S  
REVENGE

The Siege of Narva in 1704

HEL0993 9781911628026 £25.00

FASHIONING REGULATION, 
REGULATING FASHION

Uniforms and Dress of the British  
Army 1800-1808

HEL1000 9781911628095 £35.00
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FOR WHAT WE HAVE DONE
The First Attack on Bellewaarde,  

16 June 1915

HEL0974 9781912390830 £29.95

FOR THE HONOUR OF  
MY HOUSE

The Contribution of the Indian Princely 
States to the First World War

HEL0978 9781912390878 £35.00

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WIRE 
VOLUME 4

With the XIV Reserve Corps: To the bitter 
end, September 1917 to 11 November 1918

HEL0979 9781912390885 £55.00

‘DOING THEIR BIT’
The British Employment of Military  

and Civil Defence Dogs in the Second 
World War

HEL0961 9781912390687 £29.95

COMMAND OF THE SEA 
William Pakenham and the Russo-

Japanese Naval War 1904-1905

HEL0959 9781912390663 £29.95

BELGRADE DURING THE 
GREAT WAR

The City through the Eyes of Those  
Who Lived In It 1914-18

HEL0956 9781912390632 £19.95
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A HARD WON LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE

Developments in Battlefield Performance 
and Brigade Operations in the British 

Expeditionary Force 1916-18

HEL0949 9781912390564 £35.00

CHARLES XI’S WAR
The Scanian War between Sweden  

and Denmark, 1675-1679

HEL0991 9781911628002 £19.95

THE POLISH RESETTLEMENT 
CORPS 1946-1949
Britain’s Polish Forces

HEL0980 9781912390892 £19.95

FOR ORANGE AND  
THE STATES! 

The Army of the Dutch Republic, 1713-
1772 Volume 2: Cavalry & Special Troops

HEL1004 9781911628132 £19.95

Helion will soon be opening new retail premises  
in Warwick. Conveniently located just five minutes  
from the M40 and two minutes from the A46, our 

showroom will feature:

Our complete range of titles, including all  
the latest releases.

Bargain and secondhand books only available  
at our premises.

Full range of products we also carry, including  
wargames figures by Bicorne, Boot Hill  

Miniatures, Company D Miniatures, Warfare  
Miniatures, and more …

Weekend gaming days – details TBC!
We will be running special offers from  

time to time, too.

Full details and a location map can be found at

www.helion.co.uk
We look forward to seeing you!
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‘DESERT CROMWELLS’
A new limited-edition print from Battlefield Design  
depicting the British Cromwell MkIV tank in three  
desert camouflage schemes.

16 x 20” Giclée prints, limited to 300 signed and numbered copies

To order please email us or call 07972 378994

FRAME NOT INCLUDED. PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. 
© COPYRIGHT PAUL HEWITT, BATTLEFIELD DESIGN 2018

email info@battlefield-design.co.uk
www.battlefield-design.co.uk

£39
+ P&P

LIMITED
EDITION
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